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Solving the Paleo Equation: Stress, Nutrition, Exercise, Sleep is the ultimate direct to customizing your
daily diet and way of living practices to your unique physical and metabolic wants.it will help you
rehabilitate from the unhealthful "health" protocols you've pursued during the past.no more driving
yourself to exhaustion in hardcore fitness classes. Garrett Smith and independent wellness researcher and
best-selling writer Matt Stone address the main areas that the "wellness seeker" often dangerously
ignores, like: Sleep: One simple modification in your bedroom could restore a normal cortisol rhythm!
Solving the Paleo Equation will help you not only steer clear of the ravages of adrenal fatigue, low
metabolism, dwindling sex drive, and sleep problems—all-too-common consequences of overzealous
workout regimes— You'll figure out how to maximize your health methods and minimize your time and
effort and effort—Throughout this reserve, naturopathic physician Dr. No more rigorous, unsustainable, and
impractical methods to nutrition, either. Tension: Practices to keep your home and workspaces from
raising your adrenaline and sapping your testosterone! Using the simple equipment of a thermometer and
fundamental biofeedback markers (urine concentration, temperatures of hands and feet, mood balance,
bowel transit time, etc. Nutrition: Learn about the four "Anti-Stress S's" and their effective affects in the
body!Rather than regurgitating the old-school saw to "eat clean and exercise more," Smith and Stone
focus on the essential pillars of true health insurance and outstanding physical and mental function: sleep,
stress, exercise, and nutrition. By examining and improving the essential regions of physical function—sleep
quality, performance, digestion, blood sugar levels regulation, body temperature, etc. —virtually every
system of your body dramatically improves as well. It's the manual on do-it-yourself health enhancement.
Exercise: Simple, free, reliable ways to self-monitor to avoid burnout and overtraining, regardless of the
type of workout!Solving the Paleo Equation is not a health formula, philosophy, cult, fad, or motion, but
an education.), become familiar with how to eat and live probably the most healthfully for you
personally.In Solving the Paleo Equation, Smith and Rock go beyond basic Paleo theory and take readers
on a journey toward a useful and useful understanding of how their bodies work.
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 I'm not giving it 5 superstars because it doesn't really focus on WHY the paleo diet is an absolute curse
and really should be avoided at all cost, I think these were pussyfooting around the topic myself to avoid
episodes. And even if I were to browse all the "Paleo" books, I believe this might still top them all..I am
an enormous huge lover of Matt Rock. I appreciate his unbiased attitude towards health and nutrition
which is hard to come by. I consider the title of this book a hoax. Rock even admits that legumes and
grains will be the hardest digesting meals groups naturally.Cheers! Or eat some properly prepared grains
or eat some white rice.This book goes beyond nutrition. I completely liked the section on EMF's. The first
area of the book deals with reducing stress in our lives - basically just a series of good sense suggestions
on what to switch, or at least be aware of, in our day-to-day lives.And this is a question for you: Is it
feasible that MOVEMENT is more important than what we eat? Or what about How exactly we eat versus
what we consume? Or HOW we live in other ways? And is eating intuitively which may mean eating
oatmeal more Paleo than staying away from eating a food because it's "brand-new" to us? Shortly I was
operating without problems, as I experienced my whole life long. Avoid these 2 food organizations and
even if you are not strict with your diet which you must not be, you then eat "Paleo" for some reason.
Excellent read for individuals who are looking for a practical method of health &. I'm actually glad I did
so - I believe this book has an excellent and useful perspective on health & wellness (and a bit on fitness
as well) that I came across to be very useful and better than most of the crap out there from "experts" in
the health and fitness field. A really good reserve. Some unconventional recommendations have been
particularly helpful for me - drinking less water, adding in some even more salt + carbs. I really do take
his point that there is a great deal of individual variability and that rigidly adopting one kind of diet/way
of living practice for all moments of one's life may not be ideal, but he calls for this to an severe.I believe
this book will be most appreciated by individuals who are a little bit burnt from an excessive fitness
routine or overly restrictive diet. Matt & It wasn't until my mid twenties that I started my mission to repair
myself so the quest started. I've benefitted already when you are less restrictive with my diet and chilling
out a little more on the fitness side of things.I'm being nitpicky here, but one thing We would've liked to
find are a few more specific recommendations (especially on the diet part). I understand they would like
to avoid getting too nitty gritty b/c they believe that's part of the issue with plenty of people's approach to
health & Admittedly, industrially produced organic foods are not much better than their conventional
mutant cousins.All in all this is a kick ass book - give it a go if you are thinking about an alternative point
of view and sick of the conventional approaches to health/wellness and fitness. Great information,
thought provoking approach to nutrition This book was great. The workout section was particularly great.
I could Identify with the exercise addiction section with my history serving in the armed service and
previously schooling with CrossFit.The nutrition section was very different from what I expected and has
still left me with a lot to consider (or reconsider). I had hardly ever felt or appeared better.The authors
answer some really difficult questions and presented some simple but effective answers.Anyone would
you high intensity workout or trains hard (while a weekend warrior / and also works and has a family) and
feels as though they're still 'missing something' We highly recommend you browse 'Solving the the Paleo
equation' now. Trying all sorts of western medicine medicines, trials, and wish that I would not get as bad
as others I noticed at the doctors workplace which were now on disability. I really do take his point that
there is a great deal of individual variability and that rigidly adopting one particular .. Although I'll admit
that I've yet to read YOUR INDIVIDUAL Paleo Code by Chris Kresser which may top that one since it's so
deep and I must say i enjoy Chris' thoughts - it was the Beer and Pizza diet email that Chris delivered me
that experienced me paying attention to him after all. Disappointing book. Not merely does putting your
phone in airplane mode possibly save you from long lasting damage but it includes a huge positive effect
on your mental tension since you are not really connected just as much as you are if your phone is under
no circumstances on airplane mode. Five Stars EXCELLENT. Judging the necessity for my desire to



urinate and then eating plenty of dried out crackers whenever the urge is solid? Eat foods that will create
heat in my body? Put white sugars under my tongue at times? WTH?! By Chapter 13 I really didn't
possess a clue what the authors' view were on much of anything. He attempts to debunk Paleo but just
spends about 3 minutes trying to do so with no actual substantive argument. It creates one question
whether he utilized "Paleo" in the book's title in order to help product sales but this is really not a book
that has anything regarding Paleo. You'd probably never see suggestions like this anywhere else and they
provide solid arguments and proof showing that a lot of the health/fitness advice we hear is non-sense.
Meals grown in nutrient dense soils are renowned for their flavor and their vivfying characteristics
imparted to your body. Buy at your have discretion and be endlessly weary of the stupifying track dance
performed with the data provided. This book will not provide to inspire couch potatoes/junk meals
munchers to just move it move it, rather it provides an easy way for the afore mentioned wellness nuts to
assess their vital signs and determine whether their healthful lifestyle is actually healthy, or just not
carrying out them any favours. He also desires you to stop thinking when he says that the thing that
counts is physiology rather than the minutia of dietary options. I consider the title of this book a hoax.
This is great book written by a deeply flawed and baffled person. You must by viture remain conscious
while reading or listening not to get swept up in his hyponic b.s. . fitness, but some more information
would've been valued. But this misses the idea entirely. I think it is hard to believe that folks actually
legitimately gave 5 stars to this book. Not to mention that wild foods are by far superior in nutritional
value along best practises such as grass-fed, pasture raised meats and dairy create from these healthy
animals provides consumer greater health. Good Information Good book overall, but needs some
elaboration. Having read most of Matt's books and browse the blogs, this publication is effective but
needs greater detail and scientific backing. However the countless alchemical physiological characteristics
accounted for in the a large number of bewildering recommendations in several lists are All Dealing With
Food Choices! He further claims that "clean" or balanced diet options are neither all to effective or
palatable.. Then i investigated alternative therapies, with little longterm success. This publication goes
beyond nourishment and Mr. But with what doctors would refer to as "just a phase" or "nothing
definitive". The writer presents various other alternatives, but basically just says "Trust me" - he presents
therefore scientific basis for his assertions. A really good book. I'm not really giving it 5 stars because . A
great deal of info can be on stress and those couple chapters are perfect.. A great deal of simple and
simple recommendations that you can implement immediately with apparent changes (well for me
anyways).My favorite "Paleo" Book Out from the dozen or so books I've read which have the word Paleo
in it that is hans straight down my strongest suggestion.. I thought I was a laid back guy but no way, turns
out I was very stressed out and just didn't understand it. This book convinced me to eat jello once again :)
Prepare to go back to basics and enjoy things like SUGAR! Makes perfect sense! It was an entertaining
pay attention, albeit in rush hour visitors.? And it was very informative and eye opening! I cried, no.
wellness I'd read a few of Matt's function before and always thought extremely of it so decided to give
this reserve a go when it popped up on my recommended products..seriously!! I laughed! I have always
had problems with my wellness. Paleo is used as a hook because it is a warm topic these days. Or what
my mother referred to as "the million dollar baby syndrome". Garrett provide a useful and well-written
guide to help you understand that you don't need to do a large amount of the BS that we're commonly
instructed to do and in reality you should do the opposite. Being first identified as having chronic fatigue
syndrome, then irritable bowel syndrome, and then fibromyalgia.Great affordability too! I quickly
discovered that western medicine had nothing at all that made my problems better, I simply traded them
for various other ailments.. But three years ago I consulted with a holistic nutritionist, and proceeded to
go keto/lowcarb and the ball started rolling. Just some food for thought that has me thinking mostly
because of the work by Matt Stone. After that drank the Kool Aid at an area CrossFit box and it had been



on like DonkeyKong!Overall the reserve was well written without being overbearing or having any
superfluous content. easy to understand concepts This book promotes, above all, balance. Since that is
clearly a rather novel concept in the 21st century Matt and Garrett break it into simple, clear to see
concepts. I really liked that this book doesn't bash the "paleo" lifestyle )or actually criticises/judges any
additional eating methods), but strives to prevent the modern caveman from dropping down the all too
common pitfalls a health nut encounters. Matt Rock wants you to trust in his sincere desire to believe
him, his research, and to adore his nonstop attempts in humor. I really believe that the focus Matt and
Garrett put on destressing is innovative and really should be taught within the school curriculum.
Although a lot of this won't be any news to those familiar with Matt's previous work this book is a must
read for anyone wanting to assess how their diet and lifestyle is affecting them. Things went downhill
from there...STRONGLY SUGGESTED
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